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Recycled Plastic Renaissance Bench
The decorative details give this bench the look out of a historic era. The 
modern materials used to construct this bench ensure it will fit the needs 
of contemporary use. Powder-Coated cast aluminum frames with recycled 
plastic seat and seat-back planks are effectually maintenance-free.

RECYCLED PLASTIC RENAISSANCE BENCH
RGC-23-R 23" Chair (50 lbs) $476.00
RBS-48-R 48" Bench (60 lbs) $691.00
RBP-60-R 60" Bench (80 lbs) $752.00
RBLF-80-R 80" Bench (90 lbs) $997.00
(Prices F.O.B. Factory)
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Recycled Plastic Victorian Bench
The cast aluminum frames with intricate details provide the Victorian look to 
this bench. The novel concept of this bench is the redwood colored recycled 

plastic seat and seat-back planks. The recycled plastic planks are virtually 
maintenance-free – they do not need to be sealed, painted or stained. UV 

protection ensures they will stay beautiful, much longer than wood.

RECYCLED PLASTIC VICTORIAN BENCH
VGC-23-R 23" Chair (45 lbs) $429.00  

 VBS-48-R 48" Bench (55 lbs) $618.00
VBP-60-R 60" Bench (70 lbs) $672.00
VBLF-80-R 80" Bench (80 lbs) $875.00
(Prices F.O.B. Factory)

Recycled Plastic  
Heritage Bench
Beauty, durability and economy define this outstanding 
recycled plastic bench. Made of nine 2" x 4" recycled plastic 
slats and a heavy-duty cast aluminum frame, this rugged 
beauty will provide many years of service. Legs are drilled 
for optional anchoring. Seat, back and frame colors shown 
below. Some assembly required.

RECYCLED PLASTIC HERITAGE BENCH
PB4-HER 4' Portable Heritage Bench (100 lbs) $620.00
PB5-HER 5' Portable Heritage Bench (120 lbs) $705.00
PB6-HER 6' Portable Heritage Bench (140 lbs) $735.00
PB8-HER 8' Portable Heritage Bench (190 lbs) $895.00
(Prices F.O.B. Factory)
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